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SUBJECT: Covid 19 track and trace requirements.
After close consultation with the Cowes local authority and subsequent to presenting them with a
detailed Covid 19 risk assessment and management plan, the BPRC are pleased to confirm the Cowes
Powerboat race weekend will proceed as anticipated.
Despite the fact that Step 4 of the UK Governments Covid roadmap was fully implemented on July
19th, the BPRC remains cautious of the risks associated with Covid 19 and as such is in the process of
registering the event with the NHS Test and Trace App, so as to generate a specific QR code for the
event.
For all those that do not have the ability to use the Test and Trace app, a dedicated form will be
provided at each entrance/exit to the Yacht Haven, which can be completed by hand.
Please note that prior to arrival, all competitors are required to complete the dedicated Test and Trace
form on the Cowes Torquay website: https://cowestorquaycowes.co.uk/nhs-test-and-trace/
This relates to each and every member of crew, team and family/friend attending the event, within
their bubble and it is essential the form is completed before arrival!
In conjunction with the above, all competitors and attendees are highly encouraged to source their
own free issue, UK Government supplied, lateral flow test kit, which is to be used within 24 hours of
arrival to site and to post the results on their Test and Trace app, or to bring supporting documentation
to site to show race officials and gate security of a negative result. All positive results are to stay away,
self-isolate and follow the appropriate government guidelines.
Data will be retained by the Club for 21 days, after which it will be disposed of properly. No data will
be shared with 3rd parties, other than where it is specifically required for Covid 19 purposes.
Each and every individual attending the event is kindly asked to act responsibly and appropriately at
all times.
The Club thanks you in advance for your kind co-cooperation in this respect!

